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Abstract-This paper describes many of the present recording
techniques and the limitations of each. Limitations in regard to performance such as frequency response, signal-to-noise ratio, and
speed stability are consideredfrom the standpoint of the machine as
well as the medium used in the recording process. Many of the present day applications of magnetic recording are discussed, including
those of television recording and the application of magnetic recording to seismic exploration.

INTRODUCTION

E WILL TREAT first in this report the several
types of the recording methods, with their advantages and limitations, and the requirements
which must be met by the mechanical and electronic
apparatus associated. Then we will discuss the ultimate
limitations imposed upon the art of magnetic recording
by the nature of the magnetic medium itself.

TYPES
OF MAGNETIC
RECORDING
TECHNIQUES
Direct Recording
By “direct recording” we mean that type of recording
which is used most commonly for audio purposes-one
in which the audio signal, with suitable pre-emphasis, is
impressed upon the record head along with an associated
biasing signal consisting of high-frequency alternating
current. While primarily used for audio recording, this
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method is also suitable for those instrumentation purposes wherein the information is to be analyzed on a
logarithmic basis rather than on a direct amplitude
basis.
Primary among the advantages of direct magnetic
recording are : (1) A very high dynamic range, which was
among the characteristics which first brought wide attention to the magnetic technique; (2) excellent frequency response; and (3) relatively low distortion.
Since these characteristics are widely understood, more
emphasis will be placed here on the defects and limitations of direct magnetic recording when it is applied to
purposes other than audio, such as instrumentation and
data recording.
Direct magnetic recording of certain kinds of scientific information, such as noise and vibration analyses, is
very satisfactory. Wherever interest is especially in the
relation between frequency and logarithm of amplitude,
this recording method would be the logical choice.
Signal-to-noise ratios reaching 60 decibels may be obtained readily with direct recording. The frequency
range which may be handled is very wide in relation to
the velocity of the medium, compared to other magnetic
recording methods. The equipment involved in direct
recording, especially that relating to its playback, is
simple. Finally, of course, this recording method offers
not only low distortion in relation to signal-to-noise
ratio, but possesses a graceful overload characteristic.
Between the level of recording a t which total harmonic
distortion reaches 1 per cent, due to the approach of
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tape saturation, and that level a t which distortion
reaches 3 per cent for the same reason, lies a range of
approximately 6 db; between this point and tape saturation lies approximately another 8 db. Because of this,
the medium may be monitored with ordinary VU devices calibrated to peak a t the 1 per cent or 3 per cent
level, without running severe risks of occasional unpredictable peaks rising far into the high-distortion
area, making the wide dynamic range which is inherent
in the medium useful in practice under ordinary circumstances. Other recording methods, such as sound on
film, overload so abruptly that recording levels must be
monitored well below the area of increasing distortion,
so the full signal-to-noise ratio inherent in them cannot
be realized conveniently.
For all of its many desirable characteristics, direct
magnetic recording possesses certain limitations, which
have led to the development of other techniques for
specialized purposes. The direct method lacks precision
in the reproduction of absolute amplitude variation,
caused by occasional “dropouts” of as much as 80 per
cent which may occur because of the nature of the recording medium. Furthermore, the lowest frequency
which may efficiently be recorded by the direct method
is limited. Those purposes in which dc variations and
very low-frequency ac effects are of interest require
other recording means. Direct recording is also characterized to some extent by “modulation noise” or “noise
behind the signal.” This is caused by a combination of
residual flutter in the transport mechanism and by
variations in tape roughness. Its elimination is, for certain applications, desirable.
The mechanical and electrical requirements, which
must be met by machines designed to realize the ultimate capabilities of direct magnetic recording, include
tape motion sufficiently smooth that flutter and wow
(irregularity of tape motion) shall be very low. The
sensitivity of human hearing to variations in frequency,
which are caused by fluctuations in tape velocity, depends upon the rate of variation. The ear is especially
sensitive to variations which occur a t the rate of 0 to
7 cps, and progressively less sensitive to variations
which occur between 7 and about 200 cps, above which
the variations may be regarded as inaudible. I t appears
that flutter effects will be inaudible if the rms value of
flutter components in the range from 0 to 200 cycles, as
measured on an unweighted basis, total less than 0.15
per cent, provided these components are of random distribution with respect to frequency, and provided that
the level of variations in the 0 to 7 cycle rate area is
very low compared to this total.
While the ultimate limit on signal-to-noise is imposed
by tape velocity, tape characteristics, and equalization,
the highest limit which may be reached a t conventional
audio tape speeds and current equalization practices, is
from 60 to 65 decibels. This is imposed by the natureof
the tape itself. If the uppermost frequency of the transmission were extended (by increasing the velocity of the
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tape) and if , simultaneously, equalization practices were
optimized, we would reach a point a t which the tape and
electronic playback noise would contribute equally to
the basic noise level. At this point the level of hum
would become the lower limit of noise in the system.
Other low-frequency noises, such as cathode flicker,
would also be significant contributors under these circumstances. Such an arrangement of the various parameters involved would appear . logical, since the
threshold level of human hearing is relatively high a t
low frequencies, and low in the range of frequencies
which produce hiss. Thus, in order to exploit the character of human hearing, low-frequency components
would properly be those which should determine the
absolute level of noise, in order that the efective signalto-noise should be maximum. Under these circumstances signal-to-noise, on a weighted basis, would approach 70 db a t velocities in the neighborhood of 30
inches per second. Since the level of distortion arbitrarily chosen determines the figures applied to signalto-noise ratio, it should be explained that all these
figures are conventionally referred to that level of recording which produces 3 per cent rms total harmonic
distortion caused by tape saturation.
The electronic requirements of apparatus designed to
reach the limit of attainable performance in a direct
magnetic recorder are severe. Appropriate equalization
practices must be employed, and every conventional
technique for reducing the level of hum and hiss must be
used in the playback equipment. The output from the
magnetic playback head, under optimum circumstances, is such that electronics possessing a signal-tonoise ratio of about 65 db will be needed. The corresponding effective input noise level is about minus
130 dbm, which is about the limit to which noise in the
electronic circuitry can be reduced a t the current state
of the art. The application of such expedients as dc
heater supply, ceramic film resistors, and low currents
through low level stages, are appropriate.

FM Recording
This technique involves feeding to the record head
one or more carrier frequencies upon which are superimposed by FM the intelligence to be recorded. When
only one channel of information is to be recorded on a
single carrier, i t is recorded a t saturation level without
bias, using a relatively wide-frequency deviation. When
several carriers are to be recorded on a single magnetic
track, each must be recorded no higher than approximately that level a t which 1 per cent distortion occurs
due to the approach of tape saturation, using bias, and
generally with deviations of only a few per cent each.
The application of FM recording is most advantageous with any sort of electrical signals in the spectrum from 0 to some upper limit which is usually approximately 20 per cent of the carrier frequency, this
being determined by the tape velocity. Such equipment
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is especially usable for recordings of the type needed in
geophysical exploration, for example, in which as many
as 52 separate record tracks are used for 52 different
channels of information. (See Fig. 1.) The method is
also used with success for other instrumentation purposes, such as the recording of transient phenomena,
vibration, strain and stress studies, analog data such as
pressure, temperature, velocity, altitude, etc.
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FM technique permits the recording and accurate reproduction of frequencies down to zero cps; (4) amplitude effects caused by tape conditions have little or no
effect on the accuracy of the recording; (5) “printthrough” does not occur. The wavelengths recorded
routinely with the FM technique are comparable to the
thickness of the tape itself, effectively eliminating the
occurrence of “print-through.” Moreover, FM systems
are highly selective to higher amplitude signals, further
reducing the effectiveness of such “print-through,” even
if it should occur; ( 6 ) FM systems are characterized by
the absence of ‘(modulation noise” or (‘noise behind the
signal.” This effect is produced in direct recorders by
AM components which are the result of flutter, and
variations in tape roughness.
The disadvantageous aspects of FM recording are almost entirely associated with cost. The circuitry, both
record and playback, is somewhat more complex than
that for direct magnetic recording. The signal-to-noise
ratio of any FM magnetic recorder is limited by the
motional stability of the tape transport. Wow and flutter are equivalent to FM so far as the carrier is concerned, and therefore constitute modulation, producing
output in the form of noise. Thus flutter and wow in the
tape transport mechanism are represented directly as
noise in recorders of this type. In comparison with direct
recording, tape economy is poor when compared on an
information basis, because the upper frequency limit of
FM systems is approximately 20 per cent of that possible with direct recording at similar velocities. This is because the upper frequency recorded on the tape as information may ordinarily not exceed 20 per cent of the
carrier frequency. However, since recording is possible
essentially down to zero cps, the number of octaves of
information which may be recorded on F M systems is
very large. Lastly, in order to reduce the dc errors in
recording and reproduction, it is necessary to incorporate precision speed-control apparatus, having accuracy
which necessarily must greatly exceed that of the average power-supply system.
The requirements imposed upon the mechanical and
electronic components of the system, in order to exploit
Fig. 1-FM recording system for geophysical exploration, incorpo- the advantages of this type of recording, include the
rating 52 separate record tracks for 52 different channels of in- reduction of speed variations in the transport mechaformation. Precision time-control apparatus is included. (Ampex
nism to very low limits. For example, it is necessary to
Model 700.)
limit flutter and wow to approximately 0.2 per cent rms
Among the advantages of FM recording are the fol- throughout the entire pass band of the recorder in order
lowing: (1) phase, amplitude, and frequency may all be to achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 46 db! This is, of
faithfully recorded and reproduced on an absolute basis, course, a much more severe limitation than that which is
in contrast with direct recording, in which “dropouts” imposed upon the direct recorder of audio material,
and other effects impose severe limitations; (2) such where flutter and wow components above 200 cps are
recordings deteriorate insignificantly with storage. Acci- relatively unimportant. With a single saturated carrier
dental erasure, especially with saturation level record- the above requirements must be met. With multiple
ings, would have to be almost complete before any ma- carriers on one track, however, the flutter requireterial deterioration of the signal would occur. This is ments become still more stringent because a much
contrasted with recordings of the direct type, in which narrower peak-frequency deviation is permissible. Using
relatively small accidental magnetic effects may seri- RDB standards, the usual deviation is 7; per cent of the
ously damage the shorter wavelengths recorded ; (3) the carrier frequency. Under such conditions the effect of

‘’
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the flutter is about seven times greater than with a 50
per cent deviation standard, for example. Under such
conditions, to get an over-all accuracy through a channel of the system of 1 per cent, the speed variations due
to the recorder transport mechanism would have to be
limited to approximately 0.1 per cent peak-to-peak! If
we assume that the flutter is sinusoidal, this would correspond to 0.035 per cent on the usual rms fluttermeasuring standard. Such accuracies can be obtained
when the tape is handled with the greatest precision.
(See Fig. 2.)

Fig. 2-Precision recorder capable of holding flutter, on wide-band
basis, to 0.1% peak-to-peak or better, corresponding to rms
measurements of about 0.035%. Four separate tracks of synchronized information are handled on a single )-inch magnetic tape.
With suitable electronics such a machine might deliver, for audio
recording purposes, a signal-to-noise ratio of more than 80 decibels.
(Ampex Model 500.)

With a machine which embodies the mechanical characteristics necessary to reach this degree of performance,
the possibility is open to use FM systems for audio recordings having ultimate signal-to-noise capability as
high as 80 db, and having a frequency range restricted
only by the design of the associated amplification. Additional improvement even beyond this is conceivable
with multiple track systems. Multiplicity permits flutter compensation and record track redundancy to eliminate pops from “dropouts,” and further to reduce the
background noise due to flutter.
The electronic apparatus for any of the various FM
forms of magnetic recording must have excellent ac and
dc drift characteristics. This requires feedback type ac
amplifiers, drift-compensated dc amplifiers, stabilized
dc supplies, regulated filament supplies, and components with small temperature coefficients.
I t is routine a t the present state of the art to impose
upon this type of equipment requirements for a frequency range of 0 to about 5,000 cps, signal-to-noise
ratios of better than 40 db, and maximum distortion
levels a t 100 per cent modulation of about 1 per cent.
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Up to now, these specifications appear to meet the majority of applications for this type of recording. I t is
possible, however, by extension of the means described
above, that a material improvement can be made in
signal-to-noise ratio, dc drift, and distortion, should applications demand it.

Pulse- W i d t h Modulation Recording
With this technique the intelligence to be recorded
modulates the duration of a series of uniformly spaced
pulses, generated within the electronics of the recorder,
the commonest type using a pulse repetition rate of approximately 1,000 per second, and a quiescent pulse
length of approximately 500 microseconds. Intelligence
modulates this pulse length from a minimum of about
100 psec to a maximum of about 900 psec. These pulses
may be recorded on tape in several ways: (1) Incoming
pulses may be differentiated, and the pulses thus derived
impressed on the record head, marking the leading and
trailing edge of each pulse, later to be reconstructed.
(2) The square pulses may be impressed directly on the
record head so that the reproducer head produces a
pulse a t each flux change. Both methods are employed
without bias.
This type of recording is most suited to handling lowfrequency analog information, such as the output of
thermocouples, strain gauges, pressure gauges, velocity
indicators, etc. The frequency spectrum of such instruments is generally limited to less than 100 cps. This
recording technique is especially applicable to aircraft
and other vehicular instrumentation.
The advantages of this method are several: (1) By
commutation techniques it is very convenient to record
large numbers of separate channels of low-frequency information on a single magnetic track. For example, when
a commutation rate of two samples per second is used, a
frequency response of approximately 0 to 1 cps on each
channel, a total of 30 channels of information may be
recorded on a single magnetic track. (2) Economy of
tape medium is high, by reason of the efficiency of information storage already mentioned. (3) High accuracy is easily attainable, since automatic calibration
of the system can readily be applied a t frequent intervals, commonly resulting in accuracies of the order of
0.5 per cent of full scale. (4) Recordings of this type are
inherently insensitive to speed variations in the transport mechanism, because recalibration occurs a t approximately a 30-cps rate in the usual systems of this
kind. (5) The record equipment is relatively compact
and efficient, permitting portable installations. ( 6 ) The
signal-to-noise ratio is relatively high, compared to FM
systems, primarily because the bandwidth for each
channel is narrow.
The pulse-width modulation technique is limited to
narrow frequency-range data, and hence limited to applications in which such frequency ranges are useful.
Playback electronics for this type of recording are more
complex than those for direct-recording playback, as are
those for FM recordings.
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tape medium (dropouts), which can in certain cases be
serious. Reduction of these errors involves the use of
checking apparatus, with increased complication of
circuitry, and increased use of medium.
The requirements of the recorder for this method are
usually severe although, if the recording is to be accomplished on a continuous basis a t constant speed, the
mechanical requirements are looser- In the majority of
applications a special type of mechanism is required.
When the apparatus is to operate on a discontinuous
basis, its mechanical components must be able to handle
the tape, which is usually wide, with great gentleness.
Furthermore, the apparatus must start and stop this
wide tape smoothly, quickly, and with a minimum of
stress. Typical of the numerous special applications reDirect-Pulse Magnetic Recording
quirements are a start time, from 0 to 95 per cent of full
This technique involves the magnetizing of the me- speed, of 10 milliseconds; tape velocities up to 100 inches
dium at discrete points in a discontinuous fashion. Two per second have to be reached; and stopping time usutypes of direct pulse recording are in common use: (1) ally must be similar to starting time. The flutter and
Short areas of the moving tape are successively mag- wow characteristics of the mechanism are of secondary
netized, or left neutral. (2) The record head is main- importance. The electronic apparatus associated with
tained at a constant high-flux density in an arbitrarily recording digital information is comparatively simple in
assigned polarity in the absence of information, bits of design, but must be made just as reliable as the rest of
information being recorded by alternate reversals in the system in relation to the application. This may involve the use of highly redundant electronic circuits,
the polarity of the recording signal.
The application of this technique is primarily to the with components of great reliability and consequent
recording of digital information wherein the data can be high cost.
represented by groups of pulses. This includes any
memory storage apparatus for any class of digital inLIMITATIONS
IMPOSED BY MAGNETICMEDIUM
formation. This type of system is commonly used with
General Limitations
magnetic drums for short-term memories, and with tape
The performance specifications of any magnetic
for long-term, large-quantity, memory systems. The
main current use of this technique is in connection with recorder-reproducer are ultimately limited by the nacomputers and other high-precision electronic systems. ture of the recording medium itself, by the limits to
The advantages of the technique include the follow- which precision of tape motion can be maintained, and
ing: (1) Extreme precision may be achieved (indeed, by by the noise level of the electronic circuitry.
the application of readily available techniques of automatic accuracy-checking, almost any desired degree of Frequency Response
The frequency response characteristics of magnetic
accuracy may be attained-accuracies of the order of
recording
tape itself are essentially unlimited, because
one error in many million parts are readily achievable).
the
magnetic
medium can accept magnetic flux impres(2) The precision of informational storage is almost indesions
at
an
extremely
high rate. The upper limit of the
pendent of the speed stability of the transport. (3) The
rate
may
reasonably
be
estimated a t many megacycles,
technique is of particular advantage since digital insince
the
medium
is
a
form
of powdered iron.
formation otherwise stored in written form may conThe
practical
limit
to
frequency
response of the magveniently be recorded on a re-usable medium. (4) Information may be removed or replaced rapidly, on a netic tape medium is, at the present time, much less
partial or whole basis. ( 5 ) The technique lends itself than this. One limit is imposed by the minimum wavereadily to the rapid and automatic location of informa- length which can be recorded and reproduced, which
inside a large storage volume. (6) Extremely simple represents the highest frequency which can practically
record circuitry is involved. (7) Comparatively simple be handled by the equipment.
This minimum wavelength m a y be determined by the
playback circuitry is needed.
ratio
of wavelength to tape surface roughness and magAmong the disadvantages of this technique are the
netic
oxide particle size, if an infinitely small reproduccomparative inefficiency of information storage, especiing
gap
be assumed.
ally when extremely high accuracies are required. In
The minimum wavelength may also be determined
contrast to some nonmagnetic storage techniques, the
accuracy of the system may be almost indefinitely ex- by the smallest output signal from the playback head
tended by extensions in the use of the recording medium, which will yet maintain the necessary signal-to-noise
with consequent reduction in storage efficiency. Oc- ratio in a given application. Reduced penetration of the
casional errors will occur because of the nature of the magnetic coating occurs as recording frequency inThe equipment, both mechanical and electrical, for
pulse-width modulation recording, may meet specifications which are comparatively loose on speed stability.
The primary requirement for pulse-width modulation
techniques are, as for any recorder, those of compactness and reliability. The characteristics of the electronic
apparatus used with this technique will determine performance specifications with regard to signal-to-noise
ratio, frequency range, distortion, and accuracy. As in
the FM system, precision is gained by care in design,
taking advantage of those electronic techniques which
result in low drift with temperature and line-voltage
variations.
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creases and this, with other effects, results in a declining
response toward the upper bandpass limit, despite the
effect of increasing rate of flux change. Regardless of our
ability to keep gap size small with relation to minimum
wavelength on the tape, the output voltage from the
playback head may decline toward the upper end of the
spectrum to the point where, when related to irreducible system noise, i t is unusable.
For presently available tape coatings, this point of
minimum wavelength is approximately 0.000125 inches
measured longitudinally along the tape. This may be
taken as representing a full wavelength, beyond which a
further reduction in recorded wavelength will result in
output from the playback head approaching zero very
rapidly. At a tape speed of 100 inches per second, for
example, the frequency a t which these effects limit response is 800 kilocycles.
There is still another practical limitation on useful
frequency response which a t the present time appears
even more commanding. A very small amount of skew
in the manner in which the tape passes the record and
playback heads, a t very short recorded wavelengths,
introduces gross reductions in high frequency output.
The magnitude of this effect may be judged from an
example.
Where
C$ =the angle of skew
X =the wavelength on the tape
y =gap size
x = track width
C$ = tan-1 X -y / x .
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Aside from those factors which must be considered in
attaining the maximum extension of frequency range,
we must also consider the practical requirements for
useful head life and useful output, all three of which are
interrelated. (See Fig. 3.) Every application dictates its
own division among the characteristics of head life, useful output, and highest frequency of response, and in
every different application good engineering practice
requires the optimizing of these for the application. For
v
TRACK WIDTH
A
G

Fig. 3-Relationship of head design parameters.

example, in direct magnetic recorders for audio purposes, a tape velocity of 73 inches per second can produce a frequency response of plus or minus 2 d b from 50
to 10,000 cycles, plus or minus 4 db from 30 to 15,000
cycles, with signal-to-noise ratio over 55 d b on a wideband basis, using $ inch tracks, with a head having a
gap size of 0.00025 inches, and a gap depth of 0.035
inches. A realistic life expectancy for such a head is of
the order of 10,000 hours. Thus, extremely desirable
characteristics in every direction are realized by appropriate arrangement of design parameters. (See
Fig. 4,facing page.)

Now, tape in current production is held to widths of
$ inch, + 0 , -0.004 inches, a variation which is remarkably small and involves extreme precision in manu- Signal-to-Noise Ratio Limits Imposed by Magnetic
facture. I t is, nevertheless, large in proportion to the Medium
Direct recording methods are most widely used for
effects we are considering here, which should be borne in
mind, although ignored for the purposes of this example. audio purposes because they offer the highest signal-toFrom the above it may be seen that if we deal with a noise ratio with wide-band frequency response, comgap size as small as 0.0001 inches, with tape $ inch in mensurate with tolerable equipment and medium costs.
width, in a transport mechanism producing zero skew in In this type of recording the signal-to-noise ratio limit is
the tape guidance, C$ becomes tan-’ 0.0001, and 4 is imposed by the nature of the tape itself. I t is true that
20 inches of arc! Alignment of record and playback even wider bandpass and higher signal-to-noise ratios
gaps would, then, necessarily be held to tolerances may be obtained with the use of redundant FM recordmuch less than this, since 20 inches of misalignment is ing systems, but a t vastly increased cost.
The maximum signal level to which signal-to-noise
that degree of skew which will produce zero output a t
the minimum (0.000125 inches) wavelength. This ratio is referred is generally taken as that point a t which
means that if either end of the gap were as much as 25 total harmonic distortion (primarily third) is 3 per cent
micro-inches off the ideal centered position, the head due to the approach of tape saturation. The background
output would be zero a t the desired highest usable fre- noise, which in the case of present-day red oxide tapes is
quency. The practical result of imposing such impracti- approximately 65 d b below the 3 per cent point meascal tolerances is that the output from recorded frequen- ured on a conventional wide-band basis, is caused pricies in the vicinity of the 0.000125 inch wave length will marily by minute variations in the residual magnetic
vary grossly in amplitude with time and position. Such flux surrounding the particles of oxide. These vary
commonly encountered factors as the mechanical his- slightly in size, slightly also in permeability, resulting in
tory of the tape, temperature, humidity, width varia- random noise output from the heads. Its characteristic
tions in the tape, and warpage of the transport mechan- is that of “white noise.” It is generally far less objectionable to listeners than clicks and pops which are associism will all greatly aggravate the effect.

-
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ated with dust particles and electrostatic effects on
phonograph records. A secondary source of noise associated with magnetic recording is known as “modulation
noise” or “noise behind the signal” and is due in part to
nonhomogeneity of the tape coating, and in part to the
flutter of the tape-drive system. Since flutter is speed
change, the rate at which flux changes occur across the
magnetic playback gap is altered by flutter effects. The
alteration appears as noise when a flux pattern exists
on the tape, but not in its absence. Hence this type of
noise appears only in the presence of recorded signals,
and is not included in the basic noise of the system in the
absence of signal. Nonhomogeneity of the tape can be
due to coating difficulties and nonuniform distribution
of oxide-binder mixture. There is, after all, a limit to the
precision with which the coating may be mixed and applied. The contribution to modulation noise which is
made by nonuniformity of coating has been progressively reduced by tape manufacturers in recent years.

Fig. &Portable direct recorder, designed for audio applications. Selection of head and other configurations for the best compromise
among various desirable characteristics results in 30 to 15,000
cycle fre uency response at 74 ips tape velocity, 55 decibels S/N
ratio, an% head life as high as 10,000 hours. (Ampex Model 600.)

The signal-to-noise ratio limitations imposed by the
tape itself are in general of significance only in connection with direct recording and are therefore mentioned
here only in that connection. The background noise due
to the nature of tape is comparable to the noise level of a
well designed reproduce amplifier. Consequently, the
primary way in which signal-to-noise ratio may be expanded in the near future, is by way of increasing the
maximum flux density which the oxide can remember at
a given distortion level. Any increase in maximum undistorted output which is uniform with respect to fre-
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quency is a direct contribution to signal-to-noise ratio
by the amount of the increase. Manufacturers of magnetic tape are engaged in the development of such oxides, and we have reason for optimism in this regard.

“Dropouts” and Other Spurious Amplitude Variations
Nonuniformities in tape which cause major or minor
amplitude variations are of varying degrees of importance to the different recording methods mentioned.
Variations in the amplitude of reproduced signals may
be due to any one or more of several different causes:
(1) “Holes” in the magnetic coating, due to omission or
removal of coating, will cause a reduction in output of a
signal recorded over such a defect. This reduction will be
dependent upon the size of the hole in relation to the
wavelength of the signal being recorded, and to the
track width. (2) Inclusions of foreign materials such as
slivers of acetate, dust, etc., which do not extend physically above the surface of the surrounding oxide, but
which have no magnetic properties, act upon the recording in the same way as “holes.” (3) “Nodules” are
clumps of the oxide coating which rise above the surrounding oxide surface, which may be either conglomerates of oxide, or oxide surrounding a foreign particle.
Such nodules cause a reduction in reproduced signal by
physically lifting the medium momentarily from intimate contact with the gap in passing.
The importance of these tape defects differs greatly
with the different types of recording. In the case of direct recording, when it is used principally for audio,
such variations as would be caused by tape defects go
virtually unnoticed excepting at the lowest tape velocities, with the narrowest tracks, or in the presence of abnormally low tape tension. When direct magnetic
recording is used for the more critical purpose of handling data, tape defects may produce very objectionable
amplitude variations. Amplitude reductions as great as
80 per cent are frequently encountered from these
causes, particularly at short wavelengths. The primary
reason for the development of FM magnetic recording
systems was to overcome the amplitude variations inherent even in highly refined tape. However, these defects, if gross, will still cause errors and increase noise in
F M tape systems. Associated with amplitude modulation of the carrier is a related frequency modulation
which appears as noise to some degree. Pulse-width
modulation systems suffer from dropouts in a different
manner, since no effect is produced upon the reproduction until a pulse is completely dropped, at which, of
course, the loss of information is total for that moment.
This, in the case of PWM systems, is generally not very
serious. The data is usually of the analog type and integrated therefore over an extended time. Direct-pulse
digital-recording systems, like pulse-width modulation
systems, suffer losses due to the various dropout causes
which are either negligible or total. In the case of directpulse recordings, however, this is of much greater consequence, because information points are often discrete
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and unrelated. The significance of such errors is readily
realized when we consider that the error might be the
zero which changes $60,000.00 to $6,000.00, as might
occur in accounting systems. Errors of this kind may be
minimized by various techniques such as changes in
head geometry, pre-inspection of the tape, redundant
recording methods, and electronic error-detecting techniques. With sufficient care in applying such measures,
a digital recording system is obtainable wherein the first
error will undoubtedly occur when the tape breaks, once
again bringing the ultimate limitation of the recording
method back to the characteristics of the medium itself.

APPLICATIONS
So rapidly is the field of magnetic recording expanding
that any list of applications which is prepared at this
time will, even by the time it is published, be incomplete. The direct magnetic recording method alone is
today virtually the exclusive means of making master
audio recordings from which phonograph records are
later copies. I t is applicable also to the control and
analysis of industrial processes, noise, vibration, and
acoustical studies, and has recently found expanded use
in the motion picture industry. Motion pictures have,
for some years, made nearly all original sound recordings
for films on magnetic media. With the introduction of
wide screen techniques, such as “Cinerama” and “Cinemascope,” magnetic reproduction is used in the theatre
itself. Because of its ability to maintain extremely close
dimensional relations between simultaneous recordings
on the same piece of tape or film, magnetic recording
means are ideal for the preservation of stereophonic effects, and it is in connection with these that the motion
picture industry has now adopted magnetic recording as
a standard means of presenting sound of greater fidelity
and emotional impact than any previously offered. (See
Fig. 5 . ) The expansion of applications of magnetic recording and reproduction which is possible by the use of
recording methods other than direct can only be indicated a t this time. Its fundamental characteristicswide range frequency response, high signal-to-noise
ratios, indefinite preservation of recorded material, indefinite re-usability of medium, and indefinitely re-
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producible playback-make
the family of recording
techniques the most versatile “memory” that man has
yet made. Its ability to preserve with accuracy the
fundamental patterns of frequency, amplitude, duration, phase, wave shape, and relative timing, make it the
common denominator for all information. The magnetic
technique is being applied today to flight testing and
analysis of both piloted aircraft and guided missiles,
analysis of shock and vibration and to the control of
machine operations, which holds the promise of guiding
design and manufacture of machine produced products
all the way from blueprint to delivery. Process control
in the chemical, metallurgical, manufacturing and other
fields is made more precise, inexpensive, and versatile by

Fig. 5-Four-channel stereophonic magnetic reproducer, used in presentation of “CinemaScope” motion pictures. The unit mounts
between the projector and the supply-reel of a motion-picture
projection system. Magnetic stripes are applied to the area on
each side of the sprocket-holes in the 35 mm film. (Ampex 6400
Reproducer.)

application of one or another combination of magnetic
recording devices. Geophysical exploration, computing
devices, medical research, preservation of facsimile recordings, the storing of digital information for computers, the handling of statistics in banking, insurance,
and retail businesses, the presentation of music in many
forms, from juke boxes to theatres-all these are only a
part of the present-day uses for the magnetic recording
technique. Its future applications may reasonably be
said to be limited only by man’s own imagination.

